Abstract. We discuss the notion of polarized isogenies of abelian varieties, that is, isogenies which are compatible with given principal polarizations. This is motivated by problems of unlikely intersections in Shimura varieties. Our aim is to show that certain questions about polarized isogenies can be reduced to questions about unpolarized isogenies or vice versa.
Introduction
The goal of this paper is to prove some results about the existence of polarized isogenies between abelian varieties, motivated by work on the André-Pink conjecture on unlikely intersections. The endomorphism algebra of an abelian variety is a semisimple Q-algebra with involution, and polarizations of the abelian variety correspond to positive definite Hermitian forms over this algebra. Hence most of the paper is in fact concerned with isometries of Hermitian forms over such algebras.
Abelian varieties, isogenies and polarizations.
We begin by recalling a number of definitions: isogenies and polarizations of abelian varieties, and the notion of polarized isogenies which are the objects of our main theorems.
An abelian variety is a complete algebraic variety equipped with multiplication and inverse maps which make it into a group object in the category of algebraic varieties over some field. For the purposes of this paper, it does not matter what the base field is (algebraically closed or not, positive characteristic or characteristic zero). See [Mum70] and [Mil86] for the main results about abelian varieties.
An isogeny is a homomorphism of abelian varieties which is surjective and finite as a morphism of varieties. The relation "there exists an isogeny from A to B" is an equivalence relation on abelian varieties, a bit weaker than isomorphism, which preserves many geometric and arithmetic invariants, for example the endomorphism algebra of the abelian variety. The degree of an isogeny is its degree as a morphism of varieties.
A polarization of an abelian variety A is an isogeny A → A ∨ (where A ∨ is the dual abelian variety) which is induced by an ample line bundle on Ak according to a certain recipe, whose details are not important here. We say that a polarization is principal if it has degree 1. Every abelian variety possesses at least one polarization, but not always a principal polarization. A principally polarized abelian variety is a pair (A, λ) consisting of an abelian variety A and a principal polarization λ of A.
The endomorphism ring End A of an abelian variety A is the ring of homomorphisms A → A. Note that End A may be strictly smaller than the endomorphism ring of Ak. The endomorphism algebra of A is End A⊗ Z Q. The endomorphism algebra is a semisimple algebra over Q (whatever the base field of A) and the endomorphism ring is an order in this algebra. Any polarization of A induces a positive involution, called the Rosati involution, of End A ⊗ Z Q. If the polarization is principal, then the Rosati involution maps End A into itself.
Let (A, λ) and (B, µ) be principally polarized abelian varieties. If f : A → B is an isogeny, then we obtain a polarization f * µ on A, given by f ∨ • µ • f , or equivalently, the polarization induced by the line bundle f * M on A if M is a line bundle on B inducing µ.
We then say that f is a polarized isogeny, or that it is compatible with the polarizations, if f * µ = n.λ for some n ∈ Z.
Note that it would be too strict to require in this definition that f * µ = λ because f * µ has degree (deg f ) 2 , so this equality can only hold if deg f = 1, that is, if f is an isomorphism.
One motivation for considering polarizations is that we can construct a moduli space A g of principally polarized abelian varieties of dimension g, but not a moduli space of unpolarized abelian varieties. This moduli space is an example of a Shimura variety. The significance of polarized isogenies then lies in the fact that two principally polarized abelian varieties are related by a polarized isogeny if and only if the corresponding points of A g lie in the same Hecke orbit. Hecke orbits are natural equivalence classes on Shimura varieties.
Polarized versus unpolarized isogeny classes.
The relation "there exists a polarized isogeny from (A, λ) to (B, µ)" is an equivalence relation on polarized abelian varieties which is stronger than the existence of an isogeny from A to B (forgetting the polarizations). Proposition 3.1 gives an example in which the polarized isogeny class of a principally polarized abelian variety is strictly smaller than its unpolarized isogeny class (namely, an abelian surface with multiplication by a real quadratic field).
Our first main result (section 4) shows that the existence of an unpolarized isogeny between two principally polarized abelian varieties does imply the existence of a polarized isogeny between their fourth powers. Thus some questions about abelian varieties in an isogeny class can be reduced to questions about abelian varieties in a polarized isogeny class (which may be more natural if one is looking at the moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties), by replacing the original varieties by their fourth powers. 4 , we have to show that the direct sum of four copies of ψ 1 is isometric to a rational multiple of the direct sum of four copies of ψ 2 . In fact we prove that the previous sentence holds without the words "a rational multiple of." We prove Theorem 1.2 by breaking it into cases using the Albert classification of division algebras with positive involution, then using the classification of (D, * )-Hermitian forms from chapter 10 of [Sch85] in each case. For division algebras of Albert types I, III and IV, isometry of Hermitian forms satisfies a local-global principle so this classification is straightforward. For division algebras of type II, the isometry class of a Hermitian form is not determined by its localizations, so we must use a result of Lewis [Lew82] describing the obstruction to the local-global principle.
1.3. A degree bound for polarized isogenies. Our second main theorem (section 5) asserts that, if we fix a principally polarized abelian variety (A, λ) and consider any other principally polarized abelian variety (B, µ) in the same polarized isogeny class such that we know the degree n of an unpolarized isogeny A → B, then A and B are related by a polarized isogeny whose degree is bounded by a polynomial in n. Note that it is obvious, under conditions (1) and (2), that there exists a polarized isogeny h : A → B whose degree is bounded by some function C(A, λ, n). This is because there are only finitely many abelian varieties related to A by an isogeny of degree n, and each of them has only finitely many principal polarizations (up to polarized isomorphism of principally polarized abelian varieties), by [Mil86] Theorem 18.1. The content of Theorem 1.3 is that this bound is polynomial in n. Theorem 1.3 is particularly useful in combination with the Masser-Wüstholz isogeny theorem. If we fix an abelian variety A over a number field and consider abelian varieties B over larger number fields such that AK is isogenous to BK, the Masser-Wüstholz theorem asserts that there exists an isogeny AK → BK whose degree is bounded by a polynomial in the degree of the field of definition of B. The relevant part of the Masser-Wüstholz theorem is as follows. 
Theorem 1.4 ([MW93]
The isogeny of bounded degree whose existence is asserted by Theorem 1.4 is not necessarily a polarized isogeny, even if we know initially that AK and BK are in the same polarized isogeny class. Combining Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 establishes that, in the setting of Theorem 1.4, if (BK, µ) is in the polarized isogeny class of (AK, λ), then there exists a polarized isogeny AK → BK satisfying a bound of the same form as Theorem 1.4.
1.4. Proof of the degree bound. The proof of Theorem 1.3 is easily reduced to a result about endomorphisms of an abelian variety. We begin by outlining the idea of this proof in the case of an isotypic abelian variety. As mentioned above, in the isotypic case the polarizations λ and g * µ of A induce positive definite Hermitian forms ψ 1 and ψ 2 on D r for a suitable division algebra D and r ∈ N. The degree n of g controls the determinants of these forms on a suitable lattice Λ in D r . The existence of a polarized isogeny f implies that ψ 2 is isometric to a rational scalar multiple of ψ 1 . In order to prove the existence of a polarized isogeny h of bounded degree, we have to show that there is an isometry from ψ 2 to a rational scalar multiple of ψ 1 which maps Λ into itself and whose determinant is bounded by a polynomial in n.
However, it seems difficult to reduce the non-isotypic case of Theorem 1.3 to the isotypic case. The problem is that if
are polarized isogenies, then we only know that
for some integers n 1 and n 2 , but n 1 might not be equal to n 2 , and so (f 1 , f 2 ) might not be a polarized isogeny. We have found it more convenient to write most of the argument using a symmetric element q ∈ E (where E is a semisimple algebra) instead of Hermitian forms over the simple factors of E. In the following proposition, the hypothesis that there exists a such that a † qa ∈ Q × corresponds to condition (1) in Theorem 1.3 while N E (q) is related to the degree of g as appears in condition (2) of Theorem 1.3. Proposition 1.5. Let (E, †) be a semisimple Q-algebra with involution, let R ⊂ E be a †-stable order, and let N E be a †-compatible norm on E of rank d.
There exists a constant c depending only on (R, †, N E ) such that:
The proof of Proposition 1.5 uses a local-to-global approach. First we prove that the proposition itself holds for the localization of the algebra E at each rational prime p, with a constant c p depending on p. This part of the proof uses Benoist and Oh's p-adic polar decomposition [BO07] . We then give an independent proof that for all but finitely many p, we can take c p = 1. In the latter part of the proof, we use Hermitian forms as sketched above for the isotypic case, in particular the integral classification of Hermitian forms over local fields and Shimura's results on maximal lattices. We then use reduction theory for the adelic points of the multiplicative group of E to obtain a global result from these local results.
1.5. Application to the André-Pink conjecture. The results in this paper on the relationship between isogeny classes and polarized isogeny classes are related to the André-Pink conjecture. In particular, the results of this paper provide an alternative approach to some parts of the author's recent work on the André-Pink conjecture [Orr15] .
The André-Pink conjecture for A g is stated in Conjecture 1.6 below (the definition of "special subvariety" is not important for the present discussion). A key issue in studying this conjecture is the relationship between Conjecture 1.6 and the a priori slightly stronger Conjecture 1.7. Viewed from the perspective of Shimura varieties, the natural statement is Conjecture 1.6 -a generalization to arbitrary mixed Shimura varieties can be found at [Pin05] Conjecture 1.6. On the other hand, viewed from the perspective of abelian varieties, Conjecture 1.7 appears more natural. If there exists a polarized isogeny class
Conjecture 1.7. Conjecture 1.6 holds with "a polarized isogeny class Σ" replaced by "an isogeny class Σ."
In [Orr15] , the author proved some cases of Conjecture 1.7. In particular, this includes the case when Z is a curve, and some partial progress on other cases. The proof of Theorem 1.8 relies on the Masser-Wüstholz isogeny theorem and the Pila-Zannier method for solving unlikely intersections problems in Shimura varieties. The proof is complicated by the fact that a straightforward application of the Pila-Zannier method would only apply to polarized isogenies, while the Masser-Wüstholz theorem concerns unpolarized isogenies. In [Orr15] , this is worked around by a more sophisticated application of the Pila-Zannier method, as discussed in [Orr15] 
The results in this paper explore the relationship between polarized and unpolarized isogenies directly instead of bypassing it, and thereby give an alternative proof of Theorem 1.8. We can use Theorem 1.3 to replace most of the difficult parts of [Orr15] , leading to a proof of Conjecture 1.6 for a curve Z. Theorem 1.1 allows us to deduce Conjecture 1.7 for a curve in A g from Conjecture 1.6 for a curve in A 4g .
Nevertheless the proofs of the theorems in this paper are sufficiently complicated that the proof of Theorem 1.8 sketched above seems to be longer overall than the proof in [Orr15] .
Background: Hermitian Forms and Involutions
Before the main proofs of this paper, we collect some basic facts about Hermitian forms over division algebras. We begin with some general definitions and facts, to fix the terminology and notation we will use, which is based on [KMRT98] . We then state results about two particular aspects of the theory of Hermitian forms: positive definite forms, using [Kot92] , and lattices, using [Shi63] and [Shi97] .
2.1. General Hermitian forms and involutions. Let (D, * ) be a simple algebra with involution. By an involution, we mean an additive map D → D whose square is the identity and which reverses the direction of multiplication. When we say simple algebra with involution, we include the case in which D is a product of two simple algebras D 1 × D 2 and the involution exchanges the two factors (this is not simple as an algebra, but it is simple as an algebra-with-involution). The involution * is said to be of the first kind if it is trivial on the centre of D, and of the second kind otherwise.
We
A (D, * )-skew-Hermitian form on D n is a bi-additive map satisfying condition (1) above and also ψ(w, v) = −ψ(v, w) * . A Hermitian or skew-Hermitian form is non-singular (also called regular) if the only element v ∈ V such that ψ(v, w) = 0 for all w ∈ V is v = 0.
Given any non-singular Hermitian or skew-Hermitian form ψ :
The following proposition shows that we can reverse the construction of adjoint involutions, passing from an involution to a Hermitian or skew-Hermitian form. This proposition is [KMRT98] Proposition I.4.2 whenever D is simple as an algebra (forgetting the involution), and it follows from [KMRT98] Proposition I.2.14 whenever D is a product of two simple algebras. The natural notion of equivalence between Hermitian or skew-Hermitian forms is isometry. We say that two right D-modules V 1 and V 2 equipped with Hermitian or skew-Hermitian forms ψ 1 and ψ 2 respectively are isometric if there is an isomorphism of D-modules f :
Positive definite forms and involutions.
In this section we study positivity properties of Hermitian forms on semisimple Q-and R-algebras with involution.
We begin by making definitions when (D, * ) is a semisimple R-algebra with involution. Let V be a finite-dimensional right D-module.
We say that a (D, * )-
where the trace is taken with respect to the action of D on itself (viewed as an R-vector space) by left multiplication. Note that a skew-Hermitian form can never be positive definite because it will have Tr(
is positive definite. We say that * is a positive involution if 1 is a positive element of D with respect to * . In other words, the bilinear form
If (D, * ) is a semisimple Q-algebra with involution, then we make the same definitions as above with Tr D/R replaced by Tr D/Q . In other words, an involution of a Q-algebra D is positive if and only if its extension to D ⊗ Q R is positive, and similarly for the other definitions.
The lemmas below apply to both semisimple R-algebras and semisimple Qalgebras D. For each lemma we either begin by reducing to the case of R-algebras, or the proof applies directly to both cases. 
Observe that † is the restriction of θ to End D (V ), so in order to prove (2.1) it suffices to prove that θ is a positive involution of End R (V ).
All positive definite symmetric bilinear forms on a real vector space are isometric, so we can replace Tr ψ by the standard symmetric form on R n (where n = dim R V ). This replaces θ by the transpose involution of M n (R), which is well-known to be a positive involution. Proof. This proof applies directly to both Q-algebras and R-algebras.
The algebras D and E are similar. Hence [KMRT98] Proposition I.3.1 tells us that D possesses an involution ! whose restriction to the centre is the same as that of †. By Proposition 2.1, there exists a (D, !)-Hermitian or -skew-Hermitian form φ : V ×V → D such that † is the adjoint involution with respect to φ. However, the involution ! might not be positive and φ might not be a positive definite Hermitian form.
By Claim 1 below, there is some
and observe that s ! = ǫs, where ǫ = +1 or −1 according as φ is (D, !)-Hermitian or -skew-Hermitian.
Define a new involution * of D and a new bi-additive map ψ :
Calculations show that ψ is a (D, * )-Hermitian form (regardless of the sign of ǫ) and that † is the associated adjoint involution of E. The facts that * is positive and that ψ is positive definite are Claims 2 and 3 below.
A calculation shows that e † = −e. Further calculations (using the assumption that
It follows that ee † acts as multiplication by −1 on the right D-module spanned by v 1 and v 2 , and as multiplication by 0 on the right D-module
These two submodules span V , and so Tr(ee † ; V ) < 0. According to [Kot92] Lemma 2.2, this contradicts the positivity of †.
A calculation shows that For each d ∈ D − {0}, we have
Hence the fact that ψ is positive definite implies that * is a positive involution.
2.3. Lattices and Hermitian forms. Let S 0 be a Dedekind domain and F 0 its field of fractions. Let F be one of the following F 0 -algebras:
Let S be the integral closure of S 0 in F . Let x →x denote the identity automorphism of F in case (i), and the non-trivial element of Aut(F/F 0 ) in cases (ii) and (iii).
Throughout section 2.3, we assume that: (a) 2 is invertible in S 0 ; and (b) in case (ii), F/F 0 is unramified at all primes of S 0 .
Let V be a finite-dimensional F -module and ψ : V × V → F an F 0 -bilinear form of one of the following types:
(i) if F = F 0 , then ψ is either symmetric or skew-symmetric; (ii) otherwise, ψ is (F,¯)-Hermitian. By a lattice in a finite-dimensional F -module V , we mean a finitely generated S-submodule which spans V over F .
The scale sΛ of a lattice Λ (with respect to ψ) is the fractional ideal of F generated by ψ(Λ, Λ). In paragraph 4.6 of [Shi97] , this is denoted µ 0 (Λ).
If F = F 0 and ψ is symmetric or if F = F 0 , then one can also define the norm ideal µ(Λ) to be the fractional ideal of F 0 generated by {ψ(v, v) : v ∈ Λ}. Our hypotheses that 2 is invertible in S and that F/F 0 is unramified imply that
It follows that sΛ and µ(Λ) determine each other, and we are free to use sΛ in place of µ(Λ) when applying results from [Shi97] .
If F = F 0 and ψ is skew-symmetric, then the ideal called µ(Λ) in the above paragraph is equal to zero. Hence in this case it only makes sense to consider sΛ, and it is the same as what is called N(Λ) in [Shi63] .
We say that a lattice Λ is maximal with respect to ψ if there is no lattice which strictly contains Λ and which has the same scale as Λ. We say that Λ is a-maximal if Λ is maximal and sΛ = a.
In section 5, we will use the following facts about maximal lattices. In the following lemmas, we assume that F , F 0 , S, S 0 , V and ψ : V × V → F are as above.
Lemma 2.5. Let Λ be a lattice in V and let a be a fractional ideal of F 0 such that sΛ ⊂ a.
Then there exists an a-maximal lattice in V which contains Λ. Let Λ ⊂ V be a lattice and let R be the stabilizer in End F (V ) of Λ. Suppose that R is a maximal order in End F (V ) and that † maps R into itself.
Then Λ is a maximal lattice with respect to ψ.
Proof. Let a = sΛ and let
Observe that any lattice which contains Λ and which has scale a must be contained in Λ * . Hence in order to prove that Λ is maximal, it suffices to show that Λ = Λ * . Since R is †-stable, we have
Hence R stabilizes Λ * . Since R is a maximal order in End F (V ), it follows that R is equal to the stabilizer of Λ * . In other words Λ and Λ * have the same stabilizer, and so Λ * = uΛ for some scalar u ∈ F × . This implies that
But the definition of Λ * implies that ψ(Λ * , Λ) ⊂ a soūa ⊂ a. This implies that u ∈ S so also u ∈ S. Hence Λ * ⊂ Λ. The inclusion Λ ⊂ Λ * is obvious.
An Example of Polarized Isogeny Classes
We give an example to show that polarized isogeny classes truly can be smaller than isogeny classes.
The monoid of polarizations of an abelian variety depends on its endomorphism ring, and hence the same is true for the number of polarized isogeny classes contained in the isogeny class of that abelian variety. If (A, λ) is a principally polarized abelian variety such that End A is either Z or an order in an imaginary quadratic field, then all polarizations of A must have the form n.λ for some n ∈ Z. Hence in these cases (which include all elliptic curves over fields of characteristic zero), all isogenies from A to another principally polarized abelian variety are automatically polarized isogenies.
The following proposition shows that this fails when we consider the next simplest case, namely abelian surfaces with multiplication by a real quadratic field.
Proposition 3.1. Let (A, λ) be a principally polarized abelian variety over an algebraically closed field, such that End(A) is the ring of integers of a real quadratic field. There are infinitely many distinct polarized isogeny classes of principally polarized abelian varieties, all isogenous to A.

Proof. Let o F = End A and let
For each totally positive element q ∈ o F , there is a principally polarized abelian surface (A q , λ q ) and an isogeny f q : A → A q such that Suppose that for two totally positive elements q and r ∈ o F , there exists a polarized isogeny g : A q → A r . By definition, we have
where † is the Rosati involution of End A induced by λ. In the case we are considering, where the endomorphism algebra is a real quadratic field, the Rosati involution is the identity. We conclude that (A q , λ q ) and (A r , λ r ) are in the same polarized isogeny class if and only if there exist n ∈ Z and u ∈ o F such that 
Polarized Isogenies and Fourth Powers of Abelian Varieties
In this section we will prove Theorem 1.1, that is, if two principally polarized abelian varieties are isogenous then their fourth powers are in the same polarized isogeny class. The proof uses Theorem 1.2, which asserts that for all positive definite Hermitian forms over a division Q-algebra with positive involution, the isometry class of the direct sum of four copies of the Hermitian form does not depend on the form we started with.
Proof that Theorem 1.2 implies Theorem 1.1. Let (A, λ) and (B, µ)
be principally polarized abelian varieties and let f : A → B be an isogeny. Let E = End A ⊗ Z Q. Then E is a semisimple Q-algebra equipped with a positive involution †, the Rosati involution with respect to the polarization λ. Now f * µ is a polarization of A and so there is a symmetric endomorphism q ∈ E such that f * µ = λ • q. 
Following the proof of [Mum70] §21 Theorem 1 we deduce that
Because D is ample and a * (D q ) is effective, this is positive for all a ∈ End A − {0}. We shall use Theorem 1.2 to prove that there exists u ∈ M 4 (E) such that
Once we have obtained such a u, we can clear denominators by finding an integer n such that nu ∈ M 4 (End A). Thus in M 4 (End A) = End(A 4 ), we have
We can then carry out the following calculation in Hom(A 4 , A ∨4 ):
Hence diag 4 (f ) • nu is the desired polarized isogeny (A, λ) 4 → (B, µ) 4 . To prove that (4.2) has a solution, write E as a direct product of simple Qalgebras. Because † is a positive involution, it stabilizes each simple factor of E and restricts to a positive involution of the factor. Hence it will suffice to solve (4.2) independently in each factor and combine the solutions.
We therefore restrict to the case in which E is simple i. 2 are isometric. We split the proof into cases depending on the type of (D, * ) in the Albert classification of division algebras with positive involution (see [Mum70] §21 Theorem 2). In each case we use the classification of (D, * )-Hermitian forms from chapter 10 of [Sch85] .
Note that ψ 
Type II. D is a totally indefinite quaternion algebra whose centre is a totally real number field F and * is an orthogonal involution.
There is a localization map on the Witt group of (D, * )-Hermitian forms
where the product on the right hand side runs over all places of F , but this map is not injective. We will first show that [ψ
2 ] is in the kernel of r, then use the fact that ker r has exponent 2.
For each non-archimedean place p of F , we first note that by [Sch85] Remark 7.6.7 the classification of (D p , * )-Hermitian forms is equivalent to the classification of (D p ,¯)-skew-Hermitian forms, where¯denotes the canonical involution of D p .
Hence we can apply [Sch85] where s is the number of places of F at which D is non-split. In fact the statement of [Lew82] Proposition 3 only tells us the order of ker r, not its precise group structure. However the group structure can be deduced from the proof of [Lew82] Proposition 3 or by using the fact that section 4 of [Lew82] exhibits an explicit homomorphism from ker r into a quotient of (Z/2) s . In particular ker r has exponent 2 and so Type IV. D is a division algebra whose centre is a CM field F and * is an involution of the second kind. Let F 0 be the fixed field of * in F .
By [Sch85] Corollary 10.6.6, (D, * )-Hermitian forms are classified by their dimension, their determinant in
and their signatures at all real places of F 0 which do not decompose in F . In our case F is a CM field so all real places of F 0 decompose in F and the signature condition is empty.
The determinants det(ψ 
Bound for the Degree of Polarized Isogenies
In this section we prove Theorem 1.3 and Proposition 1.5, on the existence of polarized isogenies of polynomially bounded degree. We will begin with a technical definition of norms on semisimple algebras, then explain how Proposition 1.5 implies Theorem 1.3 and give an outline of the proof of Proposition 1.5 before we go through all the details of the latter proof.
5.1. Norms in semisimple algebras. We define a norm on a semisimple Qalgebra E to be a function N E : E → Q which has the form
for some positive integers γ i , where E = i E i as a product of simple algebras and F i is the centre of E i . The rank of the norm is defined to be the integer d such that
We say that the norm N E is †-compatible if N E • † = N E , where † is an involution of E (in other words, this requires that γ i = γ j whenever † exchanges the simple factors E i and E j ). The purpose of this definition is that "degree" is an example of such a norm on the endomorphism algebra of an abelian variety. In particular we have to allow the exponents γ i to be greater than 1 and to depend on i in order for this to hold for all abelian varieties.
This definition has the following obvious properties:
Lemma 5.1. Let E be a semisimple Q-algebra, R ⊂ E an order and
For all
Proof. Define the reduced characteristic polynomial P x (T ) ∈ Q[T ] of x ∈ E as follows. Let E = i E i as a product of simple algebras, and let F i be the centre of
Label the coefficients of P x as
Since P x (x) = 0, we get
Since x ∈ R, the coefficients of P x are all in Z. Hence the right hand side of (5.1) is in R. We deduce that a 0 x −1 ∈ R. The definition of reduced norms implies that
is an integer.
We conclude that
We also make a local analogue of the above definition of norms. We define a norm on a semisimple Q p -algebra E p to be a function N Ep : E p → Q of the form
for all x ∈ Q p . Note that the exponents in the definition of a local norm are negative. This is because |x| p ≤ 1 when x is a p-adic integer, and so local norms N Ep satisfy property (3) above. Indeed, it is simple to check that all of properties (1)-(4) above and Lemma 5.1 hold for a local norm N Ep .
Furthermore, if N E is a norm on a semisimple Q-algebra E, then the extensions of N E to the localizations E ⊗ Q Q p satisfy
5.2. Proof that Proposition 1.5 implies Theorem 1.3. We are given principally polarized abelian varieties (A, λ) and (B, µ) and isogenies f, g : A → B such that f is a polarized isogeny and deg g = n. We want to prove the existence of a polarized isogeny h : A → B of degree at most cn k , where c and k depend only on (A, λ).
We will apply Proposition 1.5 to R = End A and E = R ⊗ Z Q, with † being the Rosati involution with respect to the polarization λ. The norm is given by N E (a) = deg a for a ∈ End A (this is defined to be 0 if a is not an isogeny), extended homogeneously to E i.e. N E (a) = deg(na)/n 2 dim A where n is a non-zero integer such that na ∈ End A.
By [Mil86] Proposition 12.12, this is a norm on E as defined above, with degree 2 dim A.
Let q be an element of End A such that g * µ = λ • q. A calculation shows that
Hence the fact that f is a polarized isogeny implies that
We can therefore apply Proposition 1.5 to obtain b ∈ End A such that
The definition of q implies that
and so the bound from Proposition 1.5 gives
where d = 2 dim A.
5.3.
Outline of the proof of Proposition 1.5. Before we come to the proof of Proposition 1.5 in general, we will first look at the case where E is a number field and R is its ring of integers. We will sketch a proof that in this case, there is some b ∈ R satisfying b † qb ∈ Z − {0} and whose norm is bounded by some polynomial in N E (q), but we will not seek to optimize the bound. Indeed this sketch will give a weaker exponent than is stated in Proposition 1.5.
We begin by looking for an ideal instead of an element of R which satisfies the conclusion of Proposition 1.5. In other words, we look for an ideal b ⊂ R which has suitably bounded norm and which satisfies
Take a as in the hypothesis of Proposition 1.5. Multiplying it by a rational integer, we may assume without loss of generality that a ∈ R. Then the principal ideal aR satisfies (5.2), showing that the set of ideals b which satisfy (5.2) is non-empty.
In order to find a solution to (5.2) with small norm, we work locally in R p = R ⊗ Z Z p for each rational prime p, looking at ideals b p ⊂ R p which satisfy
If qR is coprime to pR, then clearly b p = R p satisfies (5.3). So we only need to consider the finitely many primes p for which pR is not coprime to qR. 
Applying this for an i at which β i < e i , we get
A calculation then shows that
where d = [E : Q]. Since we are assuming that qR is not coprime to pR, N(qR p ) ≥ p and so this implies
Letting b be the product of the ideals b p ∩ R, we get an ideal of R which satisfies (5.2) and such that
Using finiteness of the class group, we may replace the ideal b by a principal ideal at the cost of a constant factor in the norm bound. Thus there are b ∈ R, u ∈ R × and m ∈ Z such that
Using the fact that R × is finitely generated, we can remove the unit u at the cost of another constant factor.
The argument sketched above relies on E being a field. When E is not a field, our proof will have the same local-global structure, but we will work with adèles instead of ideals. We will begin by proving a local version of Proposition 1.5 for all primes p, namely Lemma 5.3. However, this local version, with a constant c p for each prime p, is not sufficient to deduce a global result: we need to know that the constants c p are 1 for almost all p. This is given by Corollary 5.6. Once we have these two local results, we will then use the adelic version of finiteness of the class group to obtain Proposition 1.5.
The local results Lemma 5.3 and Corollary 5.6 are results about lattices and Hermitian forms over division algebras over local fields. (In the commutative case sketched above, the relevant hermitian forms are on 1-dimensional vector spaces, and so can simply be described by scalars.)
In the case of Lemma 5.3, our proof does not use hermitian forms explicitly. However it uses the p-adic polar decomposition of Benoist and Oh [BO07] , which can be seen as a generalization of the diagonalization of quadratic forms over a field.
In the proof of Corollary 5.6, we work directly with Hermitian forms. This corollary applies only to primes at which E p is split, so we only need to consider Hermitian forms over a field instead of over a division algebra. We get the necessary integrality ingredients by using properties of maximal lattices.
5.4. Local calculations -non-split case. We will prove the local version of Proposition 1.5, valid for all primes p but with a non-trivial constant c p for every prime p. The exponent (d − 1)/2 in this local result (Lemma 5.3) is better than the d − 1/2 of Proposition 1.5 but this is not important -the weaker exponent in Proposition 1.5 comes from Corollary 5.6. Our primary ingredient is the padic polar decomposition of Benoist 2 is in the order R p and has bounded norm. The fact that s is in one of a fixed set of commutative subalgebras of E allows us to deduce that a bounded multiple of us is in R p . Reversing the calculations finishes the proof.
We will need the following lemma once we know that us is in a fixed commutative subalgebra and that (us) 2 is in R p . The key point in the proof of Lemma 5.2 is that the (unique) maximal order in a commutative algebra is integrally closed.
There is a positive rational integer c depending on
Let us recall the p-adic polar decomposition of Benoist and Oh. Note that we use a different definition of involution of a group from [BO07] : for us, an involution reverses the order of multiplication, while in [BO07] an involution preserves the order of multiplication. Hence † : G → G is an involution in our sense if and only if g → (g † ) −1 is an involution in the sense of [BO07] . This leads to the cosmetic differences between the definitions of H and of (Q p , †)-split tori given below and those in [BO07] .
Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group over Q p , let † be an involution of G, and let H be the algebraic subgroup
We say that a torus S ⊂ G is (Q p , †)-split if S is split over Q p and s † = s for all s ∈ S. By a theorem of Helminck and Wang [HW93] there are finitely many H(Q p )-conjugacy classes of maximal (Q p , †)-split tori in G. Choose representatives S i for these H(Q p )-conjugacy classes of maximal (Q p , †)-split tori.
Theorem 1.1 of [BO07] asserts that there exists a compact subset K ⊂ G(Q p ) such that
(5.4) 
Proof. Let G be the reductive Q p -algebraic group with functor of points
The involution † of E p induces an involution of G. Let H be the subgroup of †-unitary elements and let S i be representatives for the H(Q p )-conjugacy classes of maximal (Q p , †)-split tori in G, as above. Choose a compact subset K ⊂ G(Q p ) satisfying (5.4). Because K is compact, its elements have bounded denominators. Hence after replacing K by a scalar multiple, we may assume that K ⊂ R p . Since K −1 is also compact, we can choose a constant c p,1 ∈ N such that c p,
Because m is invertible and in the centre of E p , we can rearrange this to get
Let n = N Ep (q). By Lemma 5.1, nq −1 ∈ R p . So (5.5) implies that
Using the p-adic polar decomposition, write a = ksh with k ∈ K, s ∈ i S i (Q p ) and h ∈ H(Q p ). Substituting this in the previous equation, and using the facts that hh † = 1 and s = s † , we get that
Multiplying where the last equality follows from (5.5). Since c 5.5. Local calculations -split case. Our goal now is to prove that for all but finitely many primes p, Lemma 5.3 holds with c p = 1. Specifically we will prove this for all p such that E p is split (meaning that E p is a product of matrix algebras over fields), the centre of E p is a product of unramified extensions of Q p , R p is a maximal order in E p and p = 2. The first step in this proof applies to simple algebras with involution (Lemma 5.4). We will then obtain a result for a semisimple algebra with involution (Corollary 5.6) by applying Lemma 5.4 to each of its simple factors. In order to do this, it is not enough just to show that, for each simple factor, there exists some b such that b † qb ∈ Z p − {0}. In order that the solutions for different simple factors combine together, it is necessary that the scalars b † qb should be the same in each factor. Therefore we state Lemma 5.4 in a form which allows to choose the m ′ ∈ Z p − {0} for which we want to solve b † qb = m ′ , subject to certain constraints.
change the defining property of ψ, namely that its adjoint involution is †), we may assume that z ∈ R × p = GL n (o F ) and so ψ is a unimodular quadratic form.
Since q ∈ R Since ψ q and ψ are both unimodular, we deduce that
Since F/Q p is unramified, this implies that v p (m) is even.
(2) F = F 0 and ψ is skew-symmetric. Isometry classes of skew-symmetric forms over a field are classified by their dimension alone, so (V, ψ) and (V, ψ q ) are isometric. 
